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Unit One:

Energy!!!!

Ene
rgy

IS
Everywhere!!!!

Oct 41:37 PM

Aug 279:42 AM Sep 272:48 PM

9/9/105
Lab Notebook Rules

Energy Vocab

1.)  Nonrenewable:  a natural resource that is NOT replaced 
after it's been used.

2.)  Renewable:  a resource that's naturally replaced in a short 
time.

3.)  Energy:  The ability to cause, change, or do work.

4.)  Mechanical Energy:  Energy of an object due to its position, 
motion, or both.

5.)  Electrical Energy:  Energy of electrical charges as a result 
of their position or motion.

6. Gravitational Potential Energy:  Energy
gained by an object'because of
The increase of height

Sep 272:48 PM

9/9/105
Lab Notebook Rules

Energy Vocab
6.)  Chemical Energy:  Energy stored in the chemical bonds of 
molecules.

7.)  Nuclear Energy:  Energy that is released by either splitting 
atomic nuclei ( Fission) or by forcing the nuclei of atoms 
together (Fusion).

8.)  Radiant Energy:  Energy in the form of electromagnetic 
waves (ex. light energy).

9.)  Thermal Energy:  Energy due to the vibration of molecules 
(ex. heat energy).

10.)  Acoustic Energy:  Energy that you can hear (ex. sound 
energy).

11.)  Energy Transformation:  A change in energy from one form 
to another.

Sep 272:48 PM

9/9/105
Lab Notebook Rules

Energy Vocab

12.)  Conservation of Energy:  Energy cannot be created or 
destroyed but MAY be changed from one form to another.

13.)  Potential Energy:  Energy stored in an object due to its 
position.

14.)  Kinetic Energy:  Energy that a moving object has (energy 
of motion).

7 forms of energy... how to remember:

M A R C    T E N
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MARC TEN

Oct 81:45 PM

MARC TEN

Oct 810:38 AM

They can be kinetic or potential
Whenever They transform thermal

energy is given off. All forms of energy
Original source for all of the forms

of energy is the sun
They constantly are being 
and recycling: The Law of

Conservation of Energy
Energy cannot be created or

destroyed

transformed

Oct 910:41 AM

Oct 99:33 AM Oct 911:21 AM

            Variable Bar graph Bias

ControlGroup Controlled Variables Circle Graph

Hypothesis Repetition Dependent Variable

Independent Variable Inference Range

PotentialEnergy Kinetic Energy Energy 
Transformation

Line Graph Mean Median

Mode Qualitative 
Observation

Quantitative 
Observation

Mechanical Energy Acoustic Energy Chemical Energy
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9/9/105
Diagram PE and KE

Potential Energy = stored energy (not moving) Kinetic Energy = moving energy

*Higher you move the string your PE increases!
*PE transferred to KE once pendulum moved.

STRING

WEIGHT

STRING

WEIGHT

STRING MOVING

WEIGHT MOVING

Aug 279:46 AM Sep 276:36 AM

Pendulum Lab 20122013.doc

Oct 49:46 AM Oct 32:05 PM


Pendulum Lab


Problem:  How does the length of the string affect the number of swings on a pendulum?


Independent Variable: _________________________________________________________________


Dependent Variable: __________________________________________________________________


Controls:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Hypothesis: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Procedure:


1.  Tape a pencil to the table so that it hangs over the edge.


2. Measure the string using the metric system (cm) record in the data table.


3. Pull the washer at the end of the string back until it becomes even with the table top.


4. Release the washer straight down so that it does not hit the table.  


5. Use a stop watch to time the pendulum for exactly 15 seconds.


6. Record how many swings the pendulum made from the timeof the release until the 15 seconds were up.


7. Record the number of swings in the data table.  Repeat each procedure three more times with this length of string.  Record.


8. Repeat procedures 1-6 four times with the next two lengths of string.


Data:


		Length of Small Pendulum

		Length of Medium Pendulum

		Length of Large Pendulum



		

		

		





		Number of Swings

		Number of Swings

		Number of Swings



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





		Mean of the Small Pendulum

		Mean of the Medium Pendulum

		Mean of the Large Pendulum



		

		

		





Now use the Mean of each pendulum to make a graph on the right.  Don’t forget to use your graphing checklist!  Analysis: Line graph of length of string vs. the number of swings




Conclusions:


1.  What were the controlled variables?


2.  Determine the following for each pendulum:


		

		Pendulum 1

		Pendulum 2

		Pendulum 3



		Mean

		

		

		



		Median

		

		

		



		Mode

		

		

		



		Range

		

		

		





3. Which pendulum had more swings?  Why do you think the results showed this?


4.  How would the results change if you took the highest number of swings for each pendulum out of the data?  


5.  List other variables that you would like to control to decrease the discrepancies in your data.


6.  How does completing four trials for each pendulum help reduce the likeliness that you data was skewed or had discrepancies?


7.  Critical Thinking:  Where did the pendulum have the greatest amount of potential and kinetic energy?


SMART Notebook
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Variables
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http://www.svsu.edu/mathsci-center/uploads/science/hp4_feet.htm
http://www.science-class.net/teachers_slideshows.htm#generalscience
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Pendulum Lab

Problem:  How does the length of the string affect the number of swings on a pendulum?

Independent Variable:

Dependent Variable:

Hypothesis:





Procedure:

1.  Tape a pencil to the table so that it hangs over the edge.

2. Measure the string using the metric system (cm) record in the data table.

3. Pull the washer at the end of the string back until it becomes even with the table top.

4. Release the washer straight down so that it does not hit the table.  

5. Use a stop watch to time the pendulum for exactly 15 seconds.

6. Record how many swings the pendulum made from the timeof the release until the 15 seconds were up.

7. Record the number of swings in the data table.  Repeat each procedure three more times with this length of string.  Record.

8. Repeat procedures 1-6 four times with the next two lengths of string.

Data:



Length of pendulum ________

		Number of swings



		



		



		



		















Length of pendulum ________

		Number of swings



		



		



		



		







Length of pendulum ________

		Number of swings



		



		



		



		













Conclusions:

1.  What were the controlled variables?



2.  Determine the following for each pendulum:



Median

		Length

		Median



		

		



		

		



		

		







Mean

		Length

		Mean



		

		



		

		



		

		







Mode

		Length

		Mode



		

		



		

		



		

		







Range

		Length

		Range



		

		



		

		



		

		







3. Which pendulum had more swings?  Why do you think the results showed this?



4.  How would the results change if you took the highest number of swings for each pendulum out of the data?  





5.  List other variables that you would like to control to decrease the discrepancies in your data.



6.  How does completing four trials for each pendulum help reduce the likeliness that you data was skewed or had discrepancies?



7.  Critical Thinking:  Where did the pendulum have the greatest amount of potential and kinetic energy?
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Pendulum Lab


Problem:  How does the length of the string affect the number of swings on a pendulum?


Independent Variable: _________________________________________________________________


Dependent Variable: __________________________________________________________________


Controls:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Hypothesis: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Procedure:


1.  Tape a pencil to the table so that it hangs over the edge.


2. Measure the string using the metric system (cm) record in the data table.


3. Pull the washer at the end of the string back until it becomes even with the table top.


4. Release the washer straight down so that it does not hit the table.  


5. Use a stop watch to time the pendulum for exactly 15 seconds.


6. Record how many swings the pendulum made from the timeof the release until the 15 seconds were up.


7. Record the number of swings in the data table.  Repeat each procedure three more times with this length of string.  Record.


8. Repeat procedures 1-6 four times with the next two lengths of string.


Data:


		Length of Small Pendulum

		Length of Medium Pendulum

		Length of Large Pendulum



		

		

		





		Number of Swings

		Number of Swings

		Number of Swings



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





		Mean of the Small Pendulum

		Mean of the Medium Pendulum

		Mean of the Large Pendulum



		

		

		





Now use the Mean of each pendulum to make a graph on the right.  Don’t forget to use your graphing checklist!  Analysis: Line graph of length of string vs. the number of swings




Conclusions:


1.  What were the controlled variables?


2.  Determine the following for each pendulum:


		

		Pendulum 1

		Pendulum 2

		Pendulum 3



		Mean

		

		

		



		Median

		

		

		



		Mode

		

		

		



		Range

		

		

		





3. Which pendulum had more swings?  Why do you think the results showed this?


4.  How would the results change if you took the highest number of swings for each pendulum out of the data?  


5.  List other variables that you would like to control to decrease the discrepancies in your data.


6.  How does completing four trials for each pendulum help reduce the likeliness that you data was skewed or had discrepancies?


7.  Critical Thinking:  Where did the pendulum have the greatest amount of potential and kinetic energy?
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